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RELIABLE & RESILIENT

WELL INSULATED

The STRONGHAUS Sectional can withstand the harshest environments, 
including the equivalent of 15 years of operation in coastal areas, and 
heavily polluted industrial regions. In short, this door has incredible 
resilience and will maintain its integrity and attractive appearance.

The Stronghaus sectional door has the same insulation properties
as a double brick wall, but with a staggering 15x reduced thickness, 
making it the same level of insulation, if not more insulation than the rest 
of a standard garage structure. U=1,35 W/(m²K)

Far smoother motion with unique ball race bearings in the rollers. This is 
a significant upgrade on most doors, and it majorly reduces the noise of 
the door. The bearings are closed off from dust and moisture, and do not 
require lubrication, which also saves on mess and maintenance.

In heavy rainfall, water can collect at the bottom of doors. The plastic 
base of the side profile minimises the possibility of corrosion in high 
humidity. All while providing an attractive appearance for both door 
panels and for the frame.

The Benefits:
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SILENT MOVEMENT

PROTECTED SIDES
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Colours:
All Sectional STRONGHAUS Doors are 
available in 23 RAL colours (see 
right) as standard. However, on 
request you can select your door in 
any RAL colour of your choosing, or 
even one of three timber effect 
finishes (see below) for an incredibly 
rerealistic timber look that is more 
durable than the real thing.
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Styles:

LARGE PANEL DESIGN

The lines seen on the Large Panel door design 
are simply those that define the separate 
sections, you will count three on an average 
height garage door.
This maThis makes for a smooth unblemished design for 
each panel, providing a modern, clean look to 
the door at any size, making it the perfect 
choice for contemporary homes.

The wide and clean panels of this 

design will emphasise the style of 

your home or present the most 

minimalistic effect.



This design provides a base for any 

choice of surface finish to be shown 

off to its full effect.
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Styles:

MEDIUM PANEL DESIGN

Continually popular due to its design diversity, 
the Medium Panel option works with any surface 
finish and colour, and therefore suitable for 
almost any style of property.
There is one horiThere is one horizontal line per panel, providing 
seven lines across for an average-sized door. 
This harmonised design provides a base for any 
style to appear flawlessly.
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Styles:

SMALL PANEL DESIGN

Characterised by its concise ribbed design, the 
Small Panel design features three horizontal ribs 
per standard panel. 
With a more textured aesthetic, this door option With a more textured aesthetic, this door option 
is especially ideal in a woodgrain effect or 
traditional colour, which can even create the 
effect of boarding or timber cladding. Such an 
appearance complements many styles of 
traditional homes and garages. 

Traditional horizontal boarding 

effect and great for period 

properties.



Bring the modern technology and 

convenience of the Stronghaus to 

period properties with this classic 

Georgian Panel design.
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Styles:

GEORGIAN PANEL DESIGN

Drawing influence from architectural styles of 
the 18th and 19th century, the Georgian Panel 
door offers an alternative design of traditional 
style.
With emphasis on classic chaWith emphasis on classic character, this door 
features Georgian panelling that complements 
period properties with timeless charm.
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Wave Design:

The wave design on the Stronghaus is a subtle 
and attractive style for a clean but quality style

Enhance the modern appearance of your home by adding a subtle wave styled 

door to your garage. The fine appearance of the panels combined with a 

modern minimalist exterior can perfectly complete any property, with a nod 

towards a natural wooden texture but with a sophisticated twist.

The wave design can compliment a number of themes and styles, and 

maintains its appearance year after year.

SECTIONAL GARAGE 
DOOR MADE FROM 
WAVE DESIGN 
PANELS

(SEE LEFT)

WAVE DESIGN

(SEE BELOW)
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Wicket Door:

Built in wicket doors are a practical

and convenient solution. It allows

you to enter into the garage

without opening the garage door,

saving time and effort.

Wicket threshold is only 18-20 

mm. Due to its shape such a 

threshold ensures maximum 

convenience in the process of 

operation. A flat threshold 

provides unhampered passing for 

bicycles and carts through the 

wicwicket. Maximum dimensions of 

doors with wicket are 

5000×3000mm.

SUBTLE & ELEGANT DESIGN
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Why Stronghaus?

With Stronghaus's determined dedication to 

premium doors, they must only be paired with an 

operator of the same quality and power.

TThe Levigato operator not only offers sleek, 

pebble-style operators and handsets, but also 

technology driven from premium brands. To achieve 

exceptional results for the Levigato, it has been 

constructed alongside Pininfarina, whose 

automotive customers include the likes of Ferrari 

and Rolls-Royce.

TThe Levigato allows you to effortlessly open your 

Stronghaus sectional door in style at the press of a 

button, with smooth operation every time. It 

features a galvanised steel motor rail, for durable 

strength, as well as a tough mechanism to keep the 

door locked down and secure when closed.

WWith a 5-year motor warranty, the Levigato assures 

seamless operation, peace of mind and reliability, in 

addition to its smooth functionality.

Why should I pick the stronghaus sectional door?

INTRODUCING LEVIGATO
An exclusive range of operators

With the market leading positives in insulation, opening speed, protection and style 

choices, the Stronghaus should already be your go-to sectional door, we also 

understand that sometimes a simple & modern operator solution is preferable in a 

home, so this is why we also have the following:

PERFECTLY PAIRED DESIGN
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CONTACT US
0800 525 442

OR VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

6 - 8 Meadow Cl, Finedon Rd, Wellingborough 
NN8 4BH


